The portable solution for premium
exhibition stands.

Expo Prestige
One kit, many solutions.

Expo Prestige:
effective presentations by the square metre!

A professional presentation
Will you soon be organizing a fair or

for success. Therefore, professionalism

stand, or rather a small one, just a

sales-event? If so, this is the moment

is an inescapable precondition.

wall, or the entire corner…

to organize your presentation

Presentation is more than just a

Each fair and each event is different.

professionally, for now and for the

good story, the entire impression is

With Expo Prestige you are well-

future. Because, when you present

important. Thus, your stand is the

prepared and effective participation

your business at a fair, you’re aiming

foundation of your success. A large

is assured.

Expo Prestige. Swiss top-quality since 1979.
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Flexible and modular
Expo Prestige simplifies professional

The system consists of modules and is

and creative presentation. At least

thus easily extended or to be used in

you will not have to worry about

parts only. You will be able to use

your stand any longer. Expo Prestige

your stand in different locations

is flexible and versatile: you create

and situations, without incurring

a unique presentation for every space

additional costs each time. This not

and surface. A presentation with

only saves costs, but is very practical

the quality and long lifespan that

as well.

suits your company or product.

Service and warranty
Expo Prestige finds its way from

Expo Prestige excels in durability

our own factory in Switzerland

and quality. Without any doubt in

and seven European sales-offices to

our minds we can offer you lifelong

our customers in over 40 countries.

service and warranty.

A good gauge for success.

Print studio and CAD design
The basis of a flexible and modular

needs and requirements. A CAD

stand starts in the design studio.

design presents you with a realistic

Using the latest software we plan

impression even in the early

your stand carefully, suited to your

design stages.
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Stands of 6-12 m2
Whether you want a small row-stand

you to effectively create these stands.

or a larger corner-stand, Expo Prestige

Cost-saving, time-saving, and with

offers you limitless possibilities to

a professional look and feel.

compose your perfect kit allowing

Ease of transport
Expo Prestige stands
can be put up quickly
and can be easily
transported in solid
wheeled cases.
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Stands of 12-20 m2
In cooperation with you we assemble

for various floor surfaces for years

When the fair is over you simply

a fair-kit that allows you to create

to come. An attractive stand that is

store your stand in the accompanying

your own professional stand, row-

flexibly arranged and easily adjusted

wheeled cases. Ready for the

stand, corner-stand, or head-stand

to the situation of the moment.

next fair!

Ease of transport
Expo Prestige stands
can be put up quickly
and can be easily
transported in solid
wheeled cases.
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Stands of 20-40 m2
Row-stands, corner-stands, head-

time and again an eye-catching

or decreasing in size due to its

stands, or aisle-stands, can de arranged

and effective stand with maximum

modular structure. Expo Prestige

perfectly with Expo Prestige and offer

exposure. Durable, reusable,

draws the attention your product

you limitless possibilities to create

costsaving, capable of increasing

or company deserves.

Ease of transport
Expo Prestige stands
can be put up quickly
and can be easily
transported in solid
wheeled cases.
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Stands larger than 40 m2
With Expo Prestige you can turn

turned into a fetching stand using

Convince your clients using a

every corner-stand, head-stand or

different connecting pieces, where

“Swiss made” Expo Prestige stand.

aisle-stand, into something special.

the large-format full color prints

The various modules can be easily

provides appeal and attractiveness.

Ease of transport
Expo Prestige stands
can be put up quickly
and can be easily
transported in solid
wheeled cases.
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Create, present, impress
Expo Prestige turns every fair into a success. Your success. You always have
a perfect presentation and the best stand at your disposal, irrespective of
the size of your stand.

The benefits of Expo Prestige.
• Attractive and professional stand.
• Can be increased or decreased in size due to its modular
design, always ensuring bespoke solutions
• A one-off investment that saves costs
• Ease of transport
• Easily assembled and disassembled, saving time
• Durable, Swiss quality with a lifetime warranty on
the frames
• Ecologically sound and less taxing on the environment
• If you so wish we take care of the assembling and
disassembling of your stand, nationally and internationally
• All this includes the excellent Expo service
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Accessories
Expo Prestige contains an extended

that allow you to adjust your stand

program of elements and accessories

to your wishes and requirements.

Showcase

Sideshowcase

Halogen lighting

Design halogen lighting

Counterfix desk

Towerfix column

Headers

LCD screen

Connections
Using connecting pieces that are

stable result. In that way you create

available in various designs you

your own stand with near limitless

can connect the different modules

creative possibilities.

of Expo Prestige easily, with a

45º connection
curve

90º connection
curve

Flexible connections

Straight connection
190 mm

90º connection
outside curve

Straight connection
780 mm

S-connection

45º connection
outside curve

Outside curve
846 mm

Curve 724 mm
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Expo Prestige: durable presentations
Expo Display Service values socially

reduction of CO2 emissions into

responsible business methods.

account. This way, we not only

From production to transport, in every

contribute to your success, but

respect we take reusability and the

also to the environment!

Environmentally friendly
Reusability and the long lifespan

of CO2 emissions as well. For this

of Expo Prestige products ensure a

allows for the transportation of

reduction in the use of scarce raw

stands in smaller cars (in most cases

materials and emissions of hazar-

a normal private car will suffice) that

dous gasses. The lower weight and

need not drive that many miles if you

the smaller volume of Expo Prestige

decide to assemble the stand yourself.

stands contribute to the reduction

Certified Recycling
Should you want to get rid of your

of charge in order to have them

stand after it has served its purpose,

recycled by certified companies.

we will take back the materials free
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Portfolio
Many small, medium, and large

Expo Prestige stand. Expo Prestige

businesses all over the world count

is used by the following companies,

for their fairs and exhibitions on

among others:

the strength and flexibility of their

Audi

Schiesser

Les Mills

Minolta

Belgacom

Rado

Bjorn Borg

Schwarzkopf

Heineken

Sony Ericsson

UBS Bank

Coca Cola
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